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a b s t r a c t
Test case prioritization assigns the execution priorities of the test cases in a given test suite. Many existing
test case prioritization techniques assume the full-ﬂedged availability of code coverage data, fault history,
or test speciﬁcation, which are seldom well-maintained in real-world software development projects. This
paper proposes a novel family of input-based local-beam-search adaptive-randomized techniques. Theymake
adaptive tree-based randomized explorations with a randomized candidate test set strategy to even out the
search space explorations among the branches of the exploration trees constructed by the test inputs in the
test suite. We report a validation experiment on a suite of four medium-size benchmarks. The results show
that our techniques achieve either higher APFD values than or the same mean APFD values as the existing
code-coverage-based greedy or search-based prioritization techniques, including Genetic, Greedy and ART,
in both our controlled experiment and case study. Our techniques are also signiﬁcantly more eﬃcient than
the Genetic and Greedy, but are less eﬃcient than ART.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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0. Introduction
Regression testing (Yoo and Harman, 2012) is a widely-practiced
ctivity in real-world software development projects (Onoma
t al., 1998), in which a better testing infrastructure has a potential
o recover the economic loss resulting from software failures by
ne third (Tassey, 2002). During a session of a regression test, a
hanged program P is executed over a regression test suite T. Many
ompanies executed the whole test suite to ensure the quality of
heir software (Onoma et al., 1998). Moreover, each nightly build of
any open-source software projects such as MySQL (MySQL, 2013)
nd FireFox (FireFox, 2013) always apply thewhole test suite to verify
he version built.
If the time spent to complete the execution of a program over an
ndividual test case is non-trivial, the time cost to execute the whole
est suite T may be large (Jiang et al., 2011). For instance, proﬁling
n execution trace of a C/C++ program at the memory access level
sing a pintoolmay easily incur tens to one hundred fold of slowdown✩ This research is supported in part by the Early Career Scheme of Research Grants
ouncil of Hong Kong SAR (project nos. 111313 and 11201114), the National Natural
cience Foundation of China (project no. 61202077).
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +852 3442 9684.
E-mail addresses: jiangbo@buaa.edu.cn (B. Jiang), wkchan@cityu.edu.hk
(W.K. Chan).
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164-1212/© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article undeLuk et al., 2005). On the other hand, programmersmaywant to know
he test results as early as possible at low cost.
Test case prioritization (Elbaum et al., 2002; Wong et al., 1997) is
safe aspect of regression testing. In essence, test case prioritization
eorders the test cases in a test suite T and does not discard any
est case in T for execution toward a chosen testing goal (denoted
y G).
A vast majority of existing test case prioritization research studies
Yoo and Harman, 2012) propose to collect data from the executions
f a previous version (denoted by Q) of P over a test suite Told to
uide the prioritization on T. For ease of presentation, we denote the
et of program execution traces of Q over Told by Q(Told) and that of
over T by P(T).
Numerous types of such data (such as the fault history (Kim and
orter, 2002), the change history (Elbaum et al., 2004), and the execu-
ion proﬁles (Elbaum et al., 2002)) obtained from these executions of
have been empirically evaluated in diverse contexts with respect to
he differences in their effects on regression testing results towards
he selected goal G of regression testing techniques. For instance, a
ast majority of empirical studies on test case prioritization validate
n how quickly the permutations of T generated by such test case pri-
ritization techniques detect faults in P by assuming that T = Told. A
ecent trend is to replace the rate of fault detection by the rate of pro-
ram element coverage (Li et al., 2007) or to incorporate the results
f change impact analysis (Li et al., 2013) in their problem or solutionr the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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eformulations. Still, the essential assumption of inferring T based on
Told remains unchanged.
In this paper, we propose a new family of novel input-based ran-
domized local beam search (LBS) techniques for test case prioritiza-
tion. This family of techniques targets to be applied in the general
(more practical) scenario, where T may be different from Told and Q
may be different from P without taking any approximation (i.e., not
assuming either T inferable from Told or Q and P similar). Because
both Told and Q are irrelevant to this family of techniques, these LBS
techniques can be applied in both regression testing and functional
testing. In this way, practitioners need not care about whether a test-
ing technique is applicable to functional testing scenarios only or to
regression testing scenarios only, or both.
Given a test suite T, each LBS technique starts with a set of k partial
solutions, each being a sequence of single test case taken from T. For
each partial solution S, it randomly selects a number of test cases
from T \ S to construct a candidate set C and evaluates each extended
partial solution S^{t}, where t  C, according to a chosen distance
measure. It marks the overall best k extended partial and randomized
solutions as the current set X of partial solutions. It then goes into
the next iteration to extend each partial solution in the current set
X in the same manner until all test cases in T have been included in
each partial solution X. It addresses the search space exploration cost
problemby controlling thenumber of branches in the exploration tree
in each round to a small number. Suppose that at each round, both the
size of the candidate set and the number of branches to be explored
by an LBS technique are k, and the number of distance comparisons
between test cases in each node of the tree being explored is capped
to bem, and then there are at mostmk2|T| comparisons.
Wehave validated our LBS techniques on fourmedium-sizedUNIX
utility programs in a controlled experiment setting to evaluate their
overall performance. We have further performed a case study on the
comparison of our LBS search algorithm to the algorithms of Greedy
(Elbaum et al., 2002), ART (Jiang et al., 2009), and Genetic (Li et al.,
2007) by encoding test cases using input information and using the
even-spread of test cases as the guidance heuristic to determine
whether the performance of our techniques is merely attributed to
the LBS algorithm. In both validations, we measured their effective-
ness in terms of the average rate of fault detection (i.e., APFD (Elbaum
et al., 2002)) and the time spent in generating a resultant prioritized
test suite.
The empirical results fromboth the controlled experiment and the
case study show that LBS achieves either higher mean APFD values
than or similar mean APFD values as Greedy, ART, and GA. LBS also is
signiﬁcantly more eﬃcient than GA but less eﬃcient than ART at the
5% signiﬁcance level. The result further shows that the effectiveness
of LBS is not much affected by different parameter values needed to
initialize the LBS algorithm. In the case study, we have the following
observations: (1) the effectiveness of the studied LBS techniques was
mainly contributed by our LBS algorithm, and (2) the use of input
information for test case encoding and our heuristic also contributed
to the signiﬁcant reduction of the test case prioritization cost.
This work signiﬁcantly extends its preliminary version (Jiang and
Chan, 2013): (1) It generalizes the family of LBS techniques by pre-
senting ﬁve more new techniques and evaluates the family against
more existing techniques for benchmarking. (2) It reports a new
experiment that investigates the impact of candidate set size and
beam width on the effectiveness of the family. (3) It presents a
new case study on comparing this family with several adapted clas-
sical search-based test case prioritization algorithms (Greedy, ART,
and Genetic).
The main contribution of the paper together with its preliminary
version (Jiang and Chan, 2013) is twofold. (1) This paper is the ﬁrst
work that presents a family of novel input-based randomized test
case prioritization techniques. (2) It presents the ﬁrst series of exper-
iments to validate input-based search-based test case prioritization
techniques.We organize the rest of paper as follows: we review the prelim-
naries of this work in Section 2. Then, we describe our family of LBS
echniques with their design rationales in Section 3. After that, we
resent validation experiments in Section 4 and Section 5. Section 6
iscusses other issues relevant to our LBS techniques. Finally, we
resent the related work followed by the conclusion of the paper in
ection 7 and Section 8, respectively.
. Preliminaries
.1. Problem formulation
Elbaum et al. (2002) described the test case prioritization problem
s follows:
Given: T, a test suite; PT, the set of permutations of T; g, a goal
unction from PT to real numbers.
Problem: To ﬁnd T′  PT such thatT′′ PT, g(T′)  g(T′′).
In this problem formulation, PT represents a set of all possible
rioritizations (orderings) of T and g is a goal function that calculates
n award value for that ordering.
For a test suite containing N test cases, the size |PT| is N!, which
s intractable if N is large. In practice, the set PT in the universal
uantiﬁcation under the above problem formation is replaced by an
numerated subset of PT.
Moreover, a goal g, such as the rate of code coverage (Li et al.,
007), canbemeasurablebefore theexecutionofPover theprioritized
est suite T′. Such a goal can be used by a search-based optimization
echnique for test case prioritization.
There are however other types of goals, such as the rate of fault
etection (Elbaum et al., 2002), which cannot be measured directly
efore the execution of the test cases. A recent attempt is to use a
euristic (e.g., code coverage, even spreading of test cases) to make
n approximation. Our techniques try to spread the test cases in T as
venly as possible within the input domain in each iteration using a
andomized local beam search approach.
.2. Critical review on assumptions of test case prioritization techniques
In this section, we revisit the assumptions made in the typical test
ase prioritization research work.
In general, T may be different from Told and P may be different
rom Q. The dataset or execution proﬁle of Q(Told) is also unlikely to
e the same as these of Q(T), P(Told), or P(T). Moreover, if either a test
ase reduction/selection technique (Do et al., 2008; Yoo and Harman,
012) or an impact analysis technique (Li et al., 2013) has been applied
n Told to construct a proper subset Told ’ of Told and the test cases in
old\Told ’ have not been executed by Q, we have Q(Told ’)  Q(Told). In
his connection, if a test case prioritization technique relies onQ(Told ’)
n prioritizing test cases in T, it is a threat.
We further categorize our observations on the limitations due to
uch assumptions into ﬁve classes:
First, assuming the historic data of Told always available is restric-
ive. For instances, the execution proﬁle data are seldom maintained
n the repositories of real-world software development projects such
sMySQL (MySQL, 2013), Eclipse (Eclipse, 2013), and FireFox (FireFox,
013). Inmany projects, such as numerous Android applications (e.g.,
oursquared (Foursquared, 2012)) available in Google Code (Google
ode, 2013), their bug repositories only keep few bug reports.
One way to alleviate this problem is to run T on an older version
. However, the correctness criteria (e.g., the assertion statements in
Unit test cases) may require manual determination. Both the execu-
ions of the test cases and the determination of their correctness lead
o non-trivial overheads.
Collecting code coverage data requires proﬁling program execu-
ions, which may be impractical in some industrial environments.
or instance, in safety-critical software like avionics control (where
numerators cannot support the execution of the whole test suite),
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ahere are many pieces of timing-related interrupt handling code. The
roﬁling overhead may lead to unintended timeout exceptions.
Second, there are newly deﬁned test cases in T (i.e., test cases in
\Told). Assuming that Q is able to execute each of such test cases is
nrealistic as well. The program P is a changed version of Q. It is quite
ikely that some new test cases (for new features) have been added
o the regression test suite. Nonetheless, it is unlikely that such a test
ase has been run over the older version Q of the program.
Third, there are revisions of test cases that are common to both
and Told. Testers need to map between these test cases, which in
eneral is a many-to-many mapping.
Fourth, the implementation gap between P and Q can be non-
rivial. Take GNU ﬂex (Flex, 2013) as an example.More than 12% (1731
ines) of the source code of ﬂex has been changed from version 2.5.1
o version 2.5.2, and we found that many of the test cases applicable
o both versions have changed their coverage statistics between the
wo versions.
Last, in cloud computing, web services merely expose their in-
erface information and keep their implementation (including source
ode) inaccessible. Conducting third party testing (e.g., through an in-
ependent service certiﬁcation agency) or in-ﬁeld regression testing
s challenging.
The former two classes are due to the unavailability of a prior
xecution data. The next two classes make the execution data ex-
racted from Q(Told ’) or Q(Told) unsound for the regression testing on
. The ﬁfth class motivates us further to exploit input information to
rioritize test cases.
As such, suppose that a controlled experiment on a test case
rioritization technique M only evaluates the extent of M affected in
he scenarios of either T= Told  Q= P or its close approximation (i.e.,
 Told  T Told  Q P, for some similarity judgment criterion).
uch a controlled experiment incurs signiﬁcant threats to internal
nd external validities because the crucial element of realism in the
tudy has been signiﬁcantly compromised.
To circumvent the limitations associated with using the execution
roﬁle data extracted from Q(Told), a prioritization technique may
se the static information (data) associatedwith the program P or the
est suite T to guide the prioritization process. Such static information
an be either static program speciﬁcation or information gained from
tatic analysis. Precise program speciﬁcations of P are rarely avail-
ble in real-world projects. Besides, using such information requires
n accurate mapping from individual test cases to such information,
hich may not be sound.
Another way to alleviate the problem is to apply static analysis on
. Since static analysis does not involve any actual execution of the
rogram, they often only provide conservative over-approximations
f all possible execution traces of each test case. Nonetheless, if both
T| and P are large in scale or involve concurrent components, static
nalysis techniques often fail to scale up to identify precise test case
overage information. Applying static analysis techniques to regres-
ion testing however still has a clear merit because P(T) is only con-
ervatively approximated by its own static version instead of approx-
mated by Q or Q(Told). If we sacriﬁce precision for eﬃciency, test
ase prioritization may be misled by the false positive issues in the
pproximated coverage data.
Impact analysis (Lahiri et al., 2010; Li et al., 2013; Rovegard et al.,
008) has a potential to precisely identify the change in between P
nd Q. Such impact analyses may be safe under certain conditions
Rothermel and Harrold, 1997). Adding a change impact analysis to
gure out the difference between P and Q is still unable to eliminate
he discrepancy between their corresponding execution proﬁles.
The test suite T alone contains much information. Suppose that
he details (including the comments) of T are well-maintained. In this
ase, linguistic data from each test case (e.g., comment, string literal)
n T can be extracted to guide the prioritization process that max-
mizes the average distance from the already-prioritized test cases
Thomas et al., 2014). The distribution of real world coordinates ofoints-of-interest in the expected outputs and inputs of test cases in
have been proposed to prioritize test cases in T (Zhai et al., 2014).
t does not rely on the mapping information between the test case
nd program version. However, such techniques are inapplicable to
rioritize non-coordinate based test cases.
Random ordering (Arcuri et al., 2012; Elbaum et al., 2002) is a
trategy that can perfectly be applied in the general scenario, but is
sually ineffective.
Adapting existing code-coverage-based techniques to use test in-
ut information requires a new formulation of what to be covered
nd the notion of coverage equivalence. These techniques also require
valuations to validate their effectiveness. This paper contributes to
ll of these aspects.
Manual approaches to test case prioritization are ﬂexible but te-
ious to repeat precisely. Some test cases may be selected and run
rst based on their associated risks, which are often a managerial as-
ect of test case prioritization. For brevity, we do not discuss them
urther in this paper.
.3. Review on algorithms for test case prioritization
This section revisits the test case prioritization techniques evalu-
ted in our controlled experiment and case study.
.3.1. Total and additional greedy algorithms
The Greedy algorithms studied in our experiment include the total
tatement technique and the additional statement technique (Elbaum
t al., 2002). The total statement (total-st) test case prioritization
echnique sorts test cases in descending order of the total number of
tatements covered by each test case. In the case of a tie, it selects
he involved test cases randomly. The additional statement (addtl-st)
rioritization technique selects, in turn, the next test case that covers
he maximum number of statements not yet covered in the previous
ound.Whenno remaining test case can improve statement coverage,
he technique will reset all the statements to “not yet covered” and
eapply addtl-st on the remaining test cases. When more than one
est case covers the same number of statements not yet covered, it
elects one of them randomly.
.3.2. 2-Optimal algorithm
The 2-Optimal algorithm (2-Opti) (Lin, 1965; Skiena, 1998) is an-
ther typical greedy algorithm for test case prioritization. Similar to
he additional greedy algorithm, it iteratively selects test case(s) to
aximally cover those not yet covered statements in the previous
ound. Different from additional greedy, it selects two best test cases
aximizing additional coverage rather than one in each round.When
he complete coverage has been achieved, 2-Opti resets the coverage.
.3.3. Hill climbing
We evaluated the steepest ascent hill climbing algorithm (Hill)
Li et al., 2007) for test case prioritization. The algorithm ﬁrst
andomly constructs a test suite permutation to make its current
tate. Then it evaluates neighbors of the current state. A neighbor
f the current state is another test suite permutation constructed by
xchanging the position of the ﬁrst test case with any test case in
he current permutation. It then moves to the neighbor with largest
ncrease in ﬁtness from the current state (no move if no neighbor
as a larger ﬁtness value). Then, the above movement is repeated
ntil there is no state with higher ﬁtness value to go to. The test suite
ermutation of the ﬁnal state is returned as the prioritization result.
n our experiment, we follow the algorithm presented in (Li et al.,
007) to implement the technique.
.3.4. Genetic algorithm
Genetic Algorithm (GA) (Holland, 1975) is a class of adaptive
earch techniques based on the processes of natural genetic selection.
t ﬁrst randomly generates a set of permutation as the initial popu-
ation. Then individual permutation of the initial population is evalu-
ted. Finally, pairs of selected individuals are combined and mutated
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Table 1
Randomized local beam search algorithm.to generate new permutations as the new population. The process
repeats until the maximally deﬁned number of iteration is reached.
The implementation of the GA can vary a lot, depending on the
choice of test suite encoding, ﬁtness function, crossover strategy, mu-
tation strategy, population size, and termination condition. In the
evaluation of this work, we follow the implementation considera-
tion presented in (Li et al., 2007). Speciﬁcally, we use the position of
test cases in the permutation as the encoding. The ﬁtness function
is the Baker’s linear ranking algorithm. The crossover strategy is to
divide the parent encoding into two parts at a random position, and
then exchange the two parts of two parent encodings to generate
two offspring encoding. The mutation strategy used is to exchange
two positions randomly within the sequence. Finally, the population
size, the termination condition (i.e., the number of generations), the
crossover probability, and the mutation probability are set as 100,
100, 0.8, and 0.1, respectively.
3. Our adaptive randomized local beam search techniques
In this section, we present our family of input-based test case
prioritization techniques.
3.1. Design concerns on candidate set and search width
On one hand, our techniques use the relative lightweight input
information instead of code-coverage information for test case prior-
itization. They should be more eﬃcient. On the other hand, because
our generalized local beam search strategy keeps a beamwidth of k to
search for thebest partial solutions insteadofmerelyonepossibility at
anyone roundduring the searchprocess, it incurs additional timecost.
Thus, unlike the greedy techniques (Elbaum et al., 2002) that se-
lect the successors among all not yet covered test cases, our LBS tech-
niques are designed to save time by randomly sampling a candidate
set of c successors from all possible successors for each state as Jiang
et al. Jiang et al. (2011) did. Moreover, it only selects the best k (where
k	 c) successors of each state for further exploration. To simplify our
presentation,weuse k to refer toboth thebeamwidth and thenumber
of successors expanded for each state. In general, it can be conﬁgured
as two independent parameters. Because the total number of suc-
cessors (i.e., the number of remaining test cases to be prioritized) s
must decrease while the subsequence of test case (i.e., a state of a
local beam search) is being constructed, we use the minimum be-
tween s and c (denoted by min(s,c)) as the size of candidate set. Note
that this strategy has not been developed by previous work (Carlson
et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2011). Similarly, we use min(s,k) as the num-
ber of successors selected for each state (i.e., the number of branches
at each expansion step).
Our techniques have also included a new design on the candi-
date set usage to make it more “diverse”. Speciﬁcally, each of our
techniques prevents each unselected successor (i.e., test case) in a
previous candidate set from including into the current candidate set
until all test cases have entered the candidate set at least once. Then,
it will ‘reset’ this inclusion label so that each remaining test case can
be selected and included in a candidate set.
Our insight on the above candidate set design is that the distri-
bution of test cases in the inputs among the available regression test
suites may not be even enough. Thus, test cases from a denser region
will have higher chances to be selected into a candidate set than test
cases from a sparser region. To the best of our knowledge, no adap-
tive random testing techniques for test case generation and test case
prioritization have the above characteristics.
3.2. Measuring even spreading of test cases
We aim to allocate the regression test cases across the space ren-
dered by a regression test suite as evenly as possible. We select fromsuccessor pool those successors who are farthest away from those
lready prioritized test cases in each search step. Chen et al. (2004)
as shown that this simple strategy only ensures the test cases to be
ar away from each other, but cannot ensure the input domain to have
he same density of test cases.
In statistics, Discrepancy measures whether different regions of a
omain have equal density of sample points. The smaller the Discrep-
ncy value, the more evenly spread are the set of test cases. Thus in
ur techniques,weuseDiscrepancy to select the ﬁnal best k successors
rom the successor pool in each round. In this way, the selected suc-
essors can be both faraway from each other and distributed within
he input domain with equal density.
Discrepancy in Chen et al. (2007) is deﬁned as follows: given
omain D and D1, D2, . . . , Dm donate m rectangular sub-domains of
whose location and size are randomly deﬁned; and given E repre-
ents the set of all test cases and Ei are the sets of test cases whose
nput is within domain Di where 1	i	m. A further generalization of
iscrepancy for a sequence is feasible andwe leave it as a futurework.
iscrepancy (E) = max
1≤i≤m
∣∣∣∣ |Ei||E| − |Di||D|
∣∣∣∣
.3. The LBS prioritization algorithm
Table 1 shows our LBS algorithm entitled prioritize. It accepts a
et of unordered test cases T and generates a sequence of prioritized
est cases P. It ﬁrst randomly selects k test cases from T as the initial
subsequences and puts them into an ordered set S (line 4). Then it
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enters a loop to select one more test case in each round until all the
est cases have been prioritized (lines 5 to 22).
In each round of iteration, the algorithm tries to ﬁnd the best
successors by selecting one more test case (lines 6 to 21). It ﬁrst
etermines ci, which stands for the size of the candidate set for S
i
line 7), and randomly selects ci test cases that have not been selected
et to form the candidate set C (line 8).
After that, it calculates the distance matrix D between test cases
n the candidate set and the already-prioritized test cases (lines 9–
2). Then it sorts the candidate test cases in descending order of their
istances from the set of prioritized test cases as deﬁnedby function f2
lines 13–16). Next, it selects the ﬁrst ki candidate test cases, appends
ach of them to Si to form ki best successors, and puts them into the
uccessor’s pool A (lines 17–19). When all the successors of S have
een selected, it selects the best k successors from the pool A as the
ew S in ascending order of their discrepancy values (line 21). Finally,
f all the test cases have been prioritized, it selects a sequence of test
ases with the smallest discrepancy value from S (lines 23 and 24).
In this algorithm, the function f1 determines the distance between
he inputs of two test cases, which is best determined by the input
tructure and semantics of the application under test. For example,
hen the applications under test are numerical applications, we can
se the Euclidean distance to measure the inputs. When testing com-
and line applications like sed, we can use the string edit distance
Gusﬁeld, 1997) to measure their distance.
In the algorithm, the function f2 measures the distance between a
andidate test case Cn and the set of already prioritized test cases S
i.
n this work, we extend its conference version to propose the family
f generalized LBS techniques by extending the deﬁnition of f2, which
e will discuss in the following section.
f2(D, S
i,Cn)
=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
min
0≤m≤|Si| dmn
(
1
) (
see Chen et al. [5]
)
, LBS100
avg
0≤m≤|Si|
dmn
(
2
) (
see Ciupa et al. [9]
)
, LBS010
max
0≤m≤|Si| dmn
(
3
) (
see Jiang et at. [16]
)
, LBS001
random
⎛
⎝ min
0≤m≤|Si|dmn, avg0≤m≤|Si|
dmn
⎞
⎠(4) , LBS110
random
(
min
0≤m≤|Si| dmn, max0≤m≤|Si| dmn
) (
5
)
, LBS101
random
⎛
⎝ avg
0≤m≤|Si|
dmn, max
0≤m≤|Si|dmn
⎞
⎠(6) , LBS011
random
⎛
⎝ min
0≤m≤|Si|dmn, avg0≤m≤|Si|
dmn , max
0≤m≤|Si|dmn
⎞
⎠(7) , LBS111
.4. Generalization of LBS prioritization algorithm
The deﬁnition of test set distance is shown in the equation be-
ow. As mentioned in the last section, we generalize the LBS tech-
iques by extending the deﬁnition of test set distance f2 in the confer-
nce version. In the conference version, f2 is deﬁned as the minimum
Eq. (1)) or average (Eq. (2)) or maximum (Eq. (3)) distances between
he candidate test case and the already selected test cases across all
eam steps. However, ﬁxing the test set distance to one deﬁnition
cross all beam steps may also limit the evenly spread of the test
ases. The most ﬂexible test set distance deﬁnition is to randomly
elect one of the three test set distances in each beam step.
Suppose that we use the encoding 〈min, avg, max〉 to represent
he test set distance in a beam step, where “min”, “avg”, or “max” is
Boolean variable. A true value (i.e., 1) means the corresponding test
et distance can be selected in the beam step. Similarly, a false valuei.e., 0) means that the corresponding test set distance cannot be
elected in the beam step. Thus, the strategy of randomly selecting
ne of the three test set distances in a beam step can be encoded as
1,1,1〉 (which forms the technique LBS111 using Eq. (7)). Similarly,
andomly selecting one test set distance among “avg” and “max”
nly is encoded as 〈0,1,1〉 (which forms the technique LBS011 using
q. (6)). The other LBS techniques shown in the equations can be
nterpreted similarly. So, in general, there are seven LBS techniques:
BS100, LBS010, LBS001, LBS110, LBS101, LBS011, and LBS111.
.5. Relationships with adaptive random test case prioritization (ART)
The most closely related work of LBS is the adaptive random test
ase prioritization (ART) (Jiang et al., 2009). We recall that adaptive
andom testing (Chen et al., 2004) is a test case generation technique
hatmakesuseof the input information, spreading test cases as evenly
s possible across the input domain. It aims at using a fewer amount of
est cases to expose the ﬁrst failure (in terms of F-measure) compared
o the pure random testing (RT). If the extra time cost of adaptive
andom testing for test case generation is neither negligible (Arcuri
nd Briand, 2011; Chen et al., 2004) nor controllable, then RT may be
ble to reveal the ﬁrst failure of each fault faster (in terms of the total
mount of time spent so far) than adaptive random testing for test
ase generation (Chen et al., 2004).
Hence, some of the key issues in formulating a successful class
f ART techniques include (1) controlling the extra time cost and (2)
etaining a high effectiveness in a real-world development setting.
he work of Jiang et al. (Jiang et al., 2011) contributes to extend
daptive random testing for test case generation to the domain of
est case prioritization for regression testing, where the test cases
ave been generated and the size of a test suite is often limited. Both
actors help to control the extra cost of ART mentioned above. Their
echniques have shown to be effective. The prioritization costs of their
echniques are signiﬁcantly lower than that of the additional series
f test case prioritization techniques. However, shared with other
ode coverage-based techniques, these techniques require execution
roﬁling, which incurs additional prioritization costs.
LBS can be regarded as a novel class of ART (Jiang et al., 2011). Our
aper contributes to lower the cost of ART for test case prioritization
o prioritize test cases based on the information in the test inputs of
he test cases, and still LBS is highly effective. Usually, the amount of
ata from execution proﬁle of a test case is signiﬁcantly more than
he amount of data in the input of the same test case. Hence, it is
ore challenging for LBS to effectively use the more limited amount
f data for effective test case prioritization.Wemake this claim by our
ontrolled experiment to be presented in Section 4. For instance, in
he test case generation domain, adaptive random testing is observed
o be, on average, 11% more effective than RT. As we are going to
resent in the evaluation section of this paper, the LBS techniques
onsistently achieve higher than 90% in terms of APFD, and random
rdering varies from 58 to 81%.
To the best of our knowledge, this work has ironed out the ﬁrst
et of effective input-based ART for test case prioritization. We are
lso unaware of existing works that have applied other search-based
lgorithms to input-based test case prioritization.
Moreover, ART only constructs one subsequence of test cases at
ny time, whereas, LBS makes a tree-based search over the input
pace rendered by each regression test suite. Intuitively, while all
ther factors equal, LBS is likely to be more effective but less eﬃcient
han ART in exploring the solution space.
. Controlled experiment
In this section, we report a controlled experiment evaluating the
ffectiveness and eﬃciency of the LBS techniques.
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a4.1. Research questions
We study three critical research questions as follows:
RQ1: Is the family of input-based LBS techniques effective?
RQ2: Is the family of input-based LBS techniques eﬃcient?
RQ3:Will the size of the candidate set and beamwidth impact on
the effectiveness of input-based LBS techniques?
The answer to RQ1 clariﬁes whether the input-based LBS tech-
niques can increase the rate of fault detection in regression testing.
Furthermore, it enables us to examine whether LBS techniques using
an atomic test set distance (i.e., LBS100, LBS010, and LBS001) share the
same effectiveness with the LBS techniques using a composite of two
test set distance measures (i.e., LBS110, LBS011, and LBS101) or more
(LBS111). The answer to RQ1 will also tell us the relative effectiveness
of LBS with respect to classical code-coverage-based search-based
techniques for test case prioritization.
The answer to RQ2 validates whether the prioritization cost of
LBS techniques is low. It also reveals whether LBS techniques us-
ing composite test set distances may be different signiﬁcantly from
LBS techniques using atomic test set distance in terms of eﬃciency.
The study will also tell us about the relative eﬃciency of LBS tech-
niques as comparedwith classical code-coverage-based search-based
algorithms.
The answer toRQ3explores thedesign space andguides the testers
on the direction on selecting a more appropriate candidate set size
and beam width.
4.2. Experimental setup
In this section, we present the setup of our experiment.
4.2.1. Control variables
Our platform to conduct our experiment was a Dell PowerEdge
M520 server running Ubuntu Linux. The server was conﬁgured with
a Xeon E5-2400 (16 cores) processor with 12GB physical memory.
For Subject Programs and Test Suites, we used a suite of four
real-world UNIX benchmarks (downloaded from http://sir.unl.edu)
in our evaluation. Table 2 shows their descriptive statistics. Following
(Elbaum et al., 2002), we used all the faulty versions whose faults can
be revealed by more than 0% and less than 20% of the test cases.
For the number of runs per test case prioritization technique,
according to (Arcuri and Briand, 2011), 1000 runs per subject are suf-
ﬁcient to evaluate a randomized technique on the subject. Following
(Elbaum et al., 2002), we generated 1000 test suites iteratively from
the test pool such that each test suite can cover all branches in the
subject at least once. To reduce the huge computation cost in the
experiment, we randomly selected 50 suites from all the available
1000 test suites for each of the UNIX programs. Since both the LBS
techniques and random were nondeterministic due to the impact of
random seed,we set thenumber of repeated trials of each technique
over each test suite to be 50.
Each of our subject programs accepts command line and ﬁle as
inputs. We extracted the command line and ﬁle contents as strings,
and use the edit distance (Gusﬁeld, 1997) as function f1.
4.2.1. Independent variables
The ﬁrst independent variable we studied was the test case pri-
oritization (TCP) technique. We compared the family of LBS test
case prioritization techniques with random and several classical
search-based (total statement, additional statement, 2-Optimal, Hill
Climbing, and Genetic Algorithm) techniques for test case prioritiza-
tion as shown in Table 3. We selected them because these are rep-
resentative search-based techniques for test case prioritization and
they are evaluated in the experiment reported by Li et al. (2007). Our
implementation of total statement and additional statement followstrictly according to the algorithms described in Elbaum et al. (2002).
he same implementations for the greedy algorithms have been used
o report the ﬁndings presented in Jiang et al. (2009).
We did not compare with those black-box input-based test case
rioritization techniques such as Ledru et al. (2011) and Thomas et al.
2014) because of two reasons. The ﬁrst reasonwas that the empirical
tudies in thosework focused on the comparison of different test case
istances while ignoring the comparison of test case prioritization
ffectiveness. In our controlled experiment, we aimed to compare
ur LBS techniques with classical search-based techniques directly.
he second reason is that we aimed at systematically exploring the
actor of test set distance, beam width, and candidate set size, which
lready made the scale of the experiment huge.
The second independent variable was test set distance. Speciﬁ-
ally, we aimed to compare whether using a ﬁxed distance measure
LBS100, LBS010, and LBS001) shared the same effectiveness and ef-
ciency as using a mixed distance measure (o LBS110, LBS011, and
BS101).We also examined a follow-up question to studywhether us-
ng a composite distance measure increases the effectiveness further
i.e., LBS111 versus others).
We had also evaluated all combinations of the candidate set size
and beam width k systematically where c {10, 20, 30, 40, 50} and
{3, 4, 5, . . . , 20}. We aim at examining whether the choice of spe-
iﬁc value combinations of c and kmay affect the same technique (i.e.,
olding the value of other independent variables the same) signiﬁ-
antly. For these 90 combinations of k and c, we performed 225,000
rioritizations for each LBS technique on each subject, resulting in
.3-million permutations of test suite in total to study RQ1 and RQ3.
For RQ2, we randomly selected x%, where x {10, 20, 30, 40, 50,
0 70, 80, 90, 100} of the whole test pool of each subject as a test
uite. We applied each such test suite to each technique andmeasure
he time cost (see the next section).We repeated this procedure 1000
imes.
.2.3. Dependent variables
We used APFD to measure the rate of fault detection (Elbaum
t al., 2002). APFD is the weighted average of the percentage of faults
etected over the life of the suite. It is widely used in previous regres-
ion testing experiments: let T be a test suite containing n test cases
nd let F be a set ofm faults revealed by T. Let TFi be the ﬁrst test case
n the prioritized test suite T’ of T that reveals fault i. The APFD value
for T’ is given by the equation:
PFD = 1 − TF1 + TF2 + · · · + TFm
nm
+ 1
2n
Finally, to measure the eﬃciency of different test case prioritiza-
ion techniques, we used the time cost for test case prioritization
in seconds).
.3. Results and analysis
We ﬁnd that different combinations of k and c produced more or
ess similar results, to avoid overloading readers by similar graphs,
e report a representative case for RQ1 and RQ2 in this paper, which
s c = 10 and k = 7. For RQ3, we summarize the results on all possible
alue combinations of k and c. From the result for RQ3, readers can
bserve that the combination of c= 10 and k= 7 is locatedwellwithin
he distributions to show in the last subsection.
.3.1. Answering RQ1
For each technique, we calculated the APFD results across all
he faulty versions and draw box-and-whisker plots on each UNIX
rogram as shown in Figs. 1–4. The x-axis shows the different test
ase prioritization techniques and the y-axis shows APFD values.
From Figs. 1–4, we ﬁnd that the LBS techniques performwell: they
remore effective than both random and total greedy signiﬁcantly on
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Table 2
Benchmark suite.
Subject Description No. of faulty versions Executable line of code Real-life program versions Test pool size
ﬂex Lexical Analyzer 21 8571–10124 2.47−2.54 567
grep Text Searcher 17 8053–9089 2.4−2.4.2 809
gzip File Compressor 55 4081–5159 1.1.2−1.3 217
sed Stream Editor 17 4756–9289 1.18−3.02 370
Table 3
Prioritization techniques.
Name Brief description
Random Randomly order test cases
Total statement (total-st) (Elbaum et al., 2002) Descending order of the total number of statement covered
Additional statement (addtl-st) (Elbaum et al., 2002) Descending order of the coverage of statements not yet covered
2-Optimal (2_OPTI) (Lin, 1965, Skiena, 1998) Select the next 2 test cases with largest additional coverage in each round
Hill Climbing (HILL) (Li et al., 2007) Steep ascent: move to the state with largest increase in ﬁtness
Genetic Algorithm (GA) (Holland, 1975) Adaptive search based on natural genetic selection
LBS Test Set Distance (f2)
LBS100 Eq. (1)
LBS010 Eq. (2)
LBS001 Eq. (3)
LBS110 Eq. (4)
LBS101 Eq. (5)
LBS011 Eq. (6)
LBS111 Eq. (7)
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tach program. In general, the LBS techniques can achieve an APFD
alue of 0.95 on average, which is signiﬁcantly better than random
y more than 20% across all subjects. Since the theoretical optimal
rioritization result reported in (Elbaum et al., 2002) is around 0.99,
he LBS techniques are only 4% away from the optimal prioritization
n terms of APFD.
Then we examine the results for the seven LBS techniques to eval-
ate the impact of using different test set distances. Among the LBS
echniques, LBS110 performsbest, followedby LBS100 and LBS010. They
onsistently performmore effectively than other four LBS techniques.
nterestingly, all the latter four LBS techniques involve maximizing
he maximum distance in some or all beam steps. This indicates thatFig. 1. APFD Resuaximizing the minimum or average distances may be a better se-
ection criterion to spread the test case sequence more evenly. Maxi-
izing the maximum distance is comparably less effective.
After analyzing the impact of test set distance,we further compare
he best three LBS techniques (LBS110, LBS100 and LBS010) with those
earch-based techniques. We ﬁnd that all these three LBS techniques
erform signiﬁcantly better than Hill-Climbing technique on each
ubject program in terms of median values. When compared with
dditional statement, 2-Optimal and Genetic Algorithm, the median
aluesof LBS100, LBS010, andLBS110 arehigher for all subjectprograms.
Following (Jiang et al., 2009), we further perform both the ANOVA
est and the multiple comparisons between each pair of techniqueslts for gzip.
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Fig. 2. APFD Results for sed.
Fig. 3. APFD Results for ﬂex.
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tto check whether their means are different signiﬁcantly on each pro-
gram. The results are shown in Figs. 5–8.
Since all seven input-based LBS prioritization techniques never
overlap with the random and the total greedy techniques, we can
further conﬁrm that themeans of the input-based LBS techniques are
signiﬁcantly better than random and total greedy prioritization at the
5% signiﬁcance level.
We also ﬁnd that LBS100, LBS010, and LBS110 are more effective
than the other search-based techniques, but the difference may not
always be statistically signiﬁcant.
As shown by the two dotted (blue) lines in Figs. 5–8, the
LBS techniques as a whole are not different in a statistically
meaningful way from the Additional Greedy technique, 2-Optimal
and Genetic Algorithm at the 5% signiﬁcance level. At individualechnique level, LBS110 (i.e., the best LBS technique) is observed to
chieve higher mean values (i.e., the central points in these bars)
han all the other techniques on all four subjects, even though the
ifferences are not statistically signiﬁcant at the 5% signiﬁcance
evel.
To answer RQ1: We observe that the LBS family of techniques
an achieve higher mean effectiveness than, if not as effective as,
he additional greedy, 2-Optimal, Hill Climbing, and Genetic Algo-
ithm. Among all techniques studied in the controlled experiment,
e observe that the most effective technique is LBS110. However, the
airwise differences among the LBS techniques and other techniques
n the experiment are not large enough to make these differences to
e statistically signiﬁcant at the 5% signiﬁcance level.We also observe
hat all techniques often achieve higher than 90% APFD on average.
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Fig. 4. APFD Results for grep.
Fig. 5. Multiple comparison between LBS, search-based algorithms and random in terms of APFD on gzip. (For interpretation of the references to color in the text, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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t.3.2. Answering RQ2
In this section, we analyze the data for the input-based LBS tech-
iqueswith randomand classical search-based techniques using code
overage in terms of eﬃciency. For each UNIX program, we randomly
elect 10%, 20%, 30%, . . . ,100% of the test cases in the test pool as test
uites, perform test case prioritization with each evaluated prioriti-
ation techniques, and record the prioritization time.
As shown in Fig. 9, the x-axis is the percentage of test pool used
s test suite and the y-axis is the time used for test case prioritization
veraged over all four UNIX programs. Since the prioritization time
osts of different techniques vary a lot, we show the y-axis up to 100 s
o the curve for most techniques can be shown clearly.In general, we observe that the LBS techniques only use slightly
ore time than random and are more eﬃcient than those search-
ased techniques. We observe that the time cost of the additional
tatement technique grows fast when the size of test suite increases.
or example, when using around 20% of the test pool, the prioriti-
ation time cost of addtl-st is slightly more than 25 s, but it reaches
00 s if using 100% test cases in the test pool (not shown in the
gure). The next most costly techniques in turn are GA, 2-Optimal,
ill-Climbing, and Total-st. Following them, the prioritization time
sed by input-based LBS techniques overlaps with each other. Fi-
ally, random ismost eﬃcient. Furthermore, the time costs of the LBS
echniques growmuch slower than all other search-based techniques
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Fig. 6. Multiple comparison between LBS, search-based algorithms and random in terms of APFD on sed. (For interpretation of the references to colour in the text, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 7. Multiple comparison between LBS, search-based algorithms and random in terms of APFD on ﬂex. (For interpretation of the references to colour in the text, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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ias the size of a test suite increases. Note that we average the results
over the four programs due to space limitation, but the trend on each
program is the same.
We can answer RQ2 that the input-based LBS prioritization
techniques can be eﬃcient techniques for real-life medium-scale
applications when compared with the other search-based tech-
niques. Combined the answers to RQ1 and RQ2, we can conclude
that the input-based LBS techniques can be as effective as the best
search-based techniques using code coverage information and yet
are much more eﬃcient..3.3. Answering RQ3
In this section, we study whether the size of candidate set and
he beam width are important factors affecting the effectiveness of
he LBS techniques. We use all seven LBS techniques to evaluate
hese two factors and report our ﬁnding. The results are shown in
igs. 10–13. The x-axis represents the 90 (= 5× 18) combinations of k
nd c, and the y-axis represents APFD values. The seven lines in each
gure correspond to each LBS technique.
We observe that the effectiveness in terms of APFD is not signif-
cantly affected by the size of the candidate set and beam width on
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Fig. 8. Multiple comparison between LBS, search-based algorithms and random in terms of APFD on grep. (For interpretation of the references to colour in the text, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 9. Eﬃciency of different techniques.
Fig. 10. Impact of candidate set size and beam width on APFD for gzip.
Fig. 11. Impact of candidate set size and beam width on APFD for sed.
Fig. 12. Impact of candidate set size and beam width on APFD for ﬂex.
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Fig. 13. Impact of candidate set size and beam width on APFD for grep.
Table 4
Prioritization techniques evaluated in the case study.
Name Brief description
Random Randomly order test cases
Greedy Adapted Greedy algorithm in our setting
ART Adapted Adaptive Random Testing algorithm in
our setting
Genetic Algorithm (GA) Adapted Genetic algorithm in our setting
LBS Test Set Distance (f2)
LBS100 Eq. (1)
LBS010 Eq. (2)
LBS110 Eq. (4)
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ieach of the four subjects. In fact, for each of the subject programs and
each combination of c and k, the APFD results only show relatively
small variations. The APFD results for gzip ranges from 0.93 to 0.98;
the results for sed ranges from 0.92 to 0.97; the results for ﬂex ranges
from 0.95 to 0.998; and the results for grep ranges from 0.95 to 0.995.
We have also performed the ANOVA test on the data for each subject
to checkwhether different combinations of c and k differ signiﬁcantly
from each other for the same LBS technique.
We consistently get small p-values of ranging from 0.000023 to
0.0066 for each LBS technique on each of the four subjects. This level
of p-value consistently and successfully rejects the null hypothesis
that different combinations of c and k differ signiﬁcantly from each
other at a signiﬁcance level of 5% in affecting the effectiveness of the
same LBS technique.
We can answer RQ3 that both candidate set size and the beam
width size have no signiﬁcant impact on the effectiveness of the
LBS techniques. Thus, the test engineers may choose to use a rela-
tively smaller candidate set size and a relatively small beamwidth to
achieve better eﬃciency without compromising effectiveness, which
is encouragingly.
4.4. Threats to validity
Our platform only supported the evaluation of the selected C pro-
grams. A controlled experiment on subject programs written in other
programming languages can cross-validateourﬁndings.Weonlyused
the branch-adequate test suites to conduct our controlled experi-
ment. Thewaywegeneratedbranch-adequate test suitewas the same
as the procedure reported in (Do et al., 2008), and the use of branch-
adequate test suites was popularly used in test case prioritization
research studies (Elbaum et al., 2002; Jiang et al., 2009). In practice,
there are other kinds of test suites. A further study on different kinds
of test suites will strengthen the validity of our study. Another factor
affecting the threat to validity is the correctness of our tools. We used
C++ to implement our framework. To reduce bugs in our framework,
we have carefully performed code inspection and testing to assure
correctness.
We downloaded the test pool from an open-access repository to
construct test suites. The failure rates of different test pools may
be different, which may affect the comparison results and the APFD
values obtained by each technique.
There are many distance metrics for measuring the distances be-
tweenprogram inputs. For example, theHammingdistance evaluated
in (Ledru et al., 2011) was proposed by Hamming for binary tuples,
but was generalized to cover tuples of the form <ﬁeld1, ﬁeld2, . . . ,
ﬁeldu> such that the number of possible values in each ﬁeldi is ﬁnite.
For the inputs of subjects under study, we believe string edit distancesmore appropriate for the test case distance.Wewill investigate this
spect as a future work.
The LBS algorithm is also a randomized algorithm. To mitigate
he impact of random seeds, we repeated the test case prioritization
rocedure with our LBS techniques (and random) 50 times on each
est suite to report the mean of the obtained values. We note that
imilar practice is also reported in Thomas et al. (2014).
Similar to previous work (Elbaum et al., 2002; Ledru et al., 2011;
homas et al., 2014), we used APFD to evaluate test case prioritization
echniques. If readers are interest in the rate of code coverage, readers
ay examine how fast the code coverage has grown through the
etric APSC (Li et al., 2007). We measured the eﬃciency of a test
ase prioritization technique by its time cost, which is also adopted
n Jiang et al. (2009).
We are aware that many experiments that evaluate search-based
est case prioritization techniques do not present the results in terms
f fault of rate detection. This makes us diﬃcult to validate whether
ur results could be consistent with those published results, which
oses a threat in interpreting our results on these techniques. In Figs.
–8, readers may observe that GA could not outperform addlt-st
sing code coverage. This ﬁnding is consistent to the claim by
hang et al. (2013) that Additional Greedy is still the most effective
overage-based strategy in terms of APFD.
. Case study
In our controlled experiment reported in Section 4, we have com-
ared our LBS techniques directlywith several existing techniques for
est case prioritization. In this section,we studywhether the adoption
f the LBS search algorithmper se is the key to the effectiveness of our
BS techniques. To achieve this goal, we compare our LBS search algo-
ithmwith other search-based algorithms in the same settings. More
peciﬁcally,we compare itwith different search algorithms, including
he Genetic algorithm, the ART algorithm, and the Greedy algorithms
s shown in Table 4. We make them share same test case encoding
sing the test input data and set even spread of test cases within
nput domain as the same optimization goal. The assessment is based
n both effectiveness (APFD) and eﬃciency (time cost spent on pri-
ritization). In this way, we can dissect our techniques to discern the
ery cause of its improvements and the corresponding trade-offs.
.1. Algorithms for comparison
We have adopted three search-based algorithms, i.e., Genetic
Li et al., 2007), ART (Jiang et al., 2009), and Greedy algorithms for
valuation. Similar to LBS, for all three techniques below, we use the
ame input data (rather than white-box coverage information) as the
est case encoding.
For theGenetic algorithm, we use the sameprocedure and conﬁg-
ration as described in Section 2.3.4, except that we use discrepancy
see Section 3.2) as the ﬁtness function.
For the ART algorithm, we use the same algorithm as described
n (Jiang et al., 2009), except we use input distance rather than code
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Fig. 14. Distribution of different search-based algorithms with the same setting.
Fig. 15. Multiple comparisons of different search-based algorithms with the same
setting.
Fig. 16. Eﬃciency comparison of different search-based algorithms with the same
setting.overage-based test case distance. For test set distance, we choose
o maximize the minimum distance between a candidate test case
nd the set of already selected test cases, because this choice is best
mong all options (Jiang et al., 2009).
For the Greedy algorithm, we try to select the current best
highest discrepancy) subsequence of test cases in each round.
ote that discrepancy is a single value rather than a vector, which
s different from the traditional total and additional test case
rioritization techniques. We begin with a subsequence with length
ne (i.e., only one test case), and we select one subsequence with
argest discrepancy. Then in the next round, we build a new set of
ubsequences by adding each unselected test case into the current
ubsequence. We choose one best (having largest discrepancy)
ubsequence from the whole set. This process continues until all test
ases are prioritized and the subsequence becomes the prioritized
ermutation of the whole test suite. Note that it is essentially a
ew algorithm proposed in this paper instead of the classical greedy
lgorithm or additional greedy algorithm.
For the LBS algorithm, we choose LBS100, LBS010, and LBS110 for
valuation because they perform consistently well within the LBS
amily presented in Section 4.
We also compare to random ordering in the case study.
.2. Setup of the case study
In this subsection, we outline the setup of our case study. We
sed the same hardware platform as in our controlled experiment.
e also used the same set of UNIX subject programs from SIR. We
andomly selected another 50 suites from the 1000 branch-adequate
est suites for evaluation. Since the Genetic, ART, and LBS algorithms
ll involved randomness, we also set the number of repeated trials
or each technique as 50 as what we did in (Jiang et al., 2009).
To compare different algorithms in the same setting, we used the
ame test case encoding. As in our controlled experiment, we ex-
racted the command line and ﬁle contents as strings to encode a test
ase. Furthermore, we also used the edit distance (Gusﬁeld, 1997)
or measuring test case distance. We used APFD to measure the ef-
ectiveness of different test case prioritization techniques and use
rioritization time to measure their eﬃciency.
.3. Results and analysis
We present the results of our case study in this section.
First, we show the results in terms APFD for different test case
rioritization techniques over all four UNIX programs. As shown in
he box-whisker plot in Fig. 14, the x-axis represents the search-
ased algorithms used in the corresponding test case prioritization
echniques; the y-axis shows their APFD values. We observe that
he notches of both random and Greedy techniques do not overlap
ith ART, GA, and LBS techniques, which indicates that their median
alues differ from each other at the 5% signiﬁcance level. The notches
f GA and LBS techniques also do not overlap. On the other hands, the
RT technique overlaps with LBS100 and LBS010 techniques, but not
ith LBS110,whichmeans LBS110 performs best among all techniques,
ollowed by LBS100, LBS010, and ART.
We further compare the mean values of these techniques using
he multiple comparison procedure as shown in Fig. 15. We observe
hat both random and Greedy techniques have means signiﬁcantly
ifferent from LBS110, which indicates that the LBS techniques per-
orm signiﬁcantly more effective than them at the 5% signiﬁcance
evel. On the other hand, the means of LBS, GA, and ART techniques
o not differ from each signiﬁcantly at 5% signiﬁcance level, although
BS techniques do performs a little better than ART and GA in terms
f mean values.
Having compared the effectiveness of different search-based tech-
iques, we further compare their eﬃciency as shown in Fig. 16. The
-axis is the percentage of test pool used and the y-axis is the time
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The y-axis shows the time spent on test case prioritization.
In general, the prioritization times of different techniques in our
settings are small. This is especially clearwhencomparing theprioriti-
zation time forGAandGreedybetween Fig. 16 and Fig. 9: the adoption
of input data as test case encoding and the even-spread of test cases
as optimization goal reduce the prioritization cost signiﬁcantly.
We also ﬁnd that ART uses less time than LBS techniques, which
maybedue to its limited searchwidth. TheLBS techniques still overlap
each other. They are slightly more eﬃcient than Greedy and GA tech-
niques. Although the Greedy technique only keeps one subsequence
in each iteration, it evaluates all possible combinations in each iter-
ation as well. In contrast, although the LBS techniques keep multiple
subsequences for next iteration, it only evaluates those subsequences
from the candidate set. It seems a small beam width and candidate
set size can lower the time cost. Finally, the Genetic technique incurs
the highest cost among all techniques, which may be due to its slow
convergence.
To summarize, when we compare different algorithms with the
same input data and heuristic, the LBS, ART, and Genetic algorithms
are signiﬁcantlymore effective than the Greedy algorithm.Moreover,
the three LBS techniques achievehighermeanormediumAPFDvalues
than ART, and Genetic, and yet the differences are not statistically
signiﬁcant at the 5% signiﬁcance level. Among the prioritization costs
of all studied techniques in the current setting, LBS incur a higher cost
than ART, and it incurs a lower cost than both Greedy and Genetic.
After comparing different search-based algorithms in the same
setting, we can conclude that the improvement of LBS techniques
over existing techniques is mainly due to the use of our randomized
Local Beam Search algorithm rather than the use of input data and the
optimization goal.Meanwhile, as shown in the results on the compar-
ison of eﬃciency, the adoption of input data and the strategy of evenly
spread of test cases over the input domain do help reduce the priori-
tization cost signiﬁcantly when compared with other combination of
test case encoding and optimization goal.
6. Further discussion
6.1. Application domains
In this section, we discuss the application domain of our LBS tech-
niques. In general, like existing ART techniques, the LBS techniques
are applicable to any application as long as the input-based test case
distance can be deﬁned. Admittedly, the inputs-based test case dis-
tance for different applications varies signiﬁcantly due to the variety
of the structures of test inputs. In this work, our test case distance
is deﬁned against the inputs of UNIX core utility programs with nu-
merical and string format (i.e., Euclidean and string edit distance).
Thus, our LBS techniques are directly applicable to applications with
numerical and string inputs. Our LBS approach can also be extended
to test other applications by deﬁning the test case distance based on
their corresponding input formats. For example, to test event-driven
application using an LBS technique, it is necessary to deﬁne the dis-
tance between event sequences. If testers have no knowledge about
the selection or deﬁnition of test case distance, a further controlled
experiment on some generic distances may ease testers. We leave it
as a future work.
Moreover, from the empirical results in answering RQ2, the
prioritization time cost for LBS techniques was consistently less than
10 s. This shows that LBS techniques can be practical for use in terms
of eﬃciency.
6.2. Test cases
Our work also suffers from the limitations in handling very large
input datasets. The cost of our LBS techniques can be reduced further,owever. For instance, if a test suite applicable to a program under
est is large, one may further set the parametersm and k in our tech-
iques to a small number. By so doing, the algorithm can be run in
(Td) in worst case complexity, where O(d) is the time complexity of
he distance measure (e.g., string edit distance) chosen to initialize
he algorithm. If bothm and k are not controlled, ﬁnding the best dis-
ance will be an NP-hard problem. As such, a typical and well-known
pproach to deal with such an NP-hard search problem is to apply
pproximation algorithms, which is an interesting future work.
Apart from the test input size dimension, the execution proﬁles of
he programover these inputsmay also have an impact on the relative
erits between input-based and code-coverage-based techniques. A
urther experimentation is needed to clarify the situation. Intuitively,
here are situations where either approach is better. A clariﬁcation
an help to provide a hybrid or adaptive approach to achieve a more
ost-effective result.
Our algorithm computes the even spread of test cases through a
iscrepancy metric. Without the computation of discrepancy, the al-
orithm cannot ensure the selected successors can be both faraway
rom each other and distributed within the input domain with equal
ensity. Alternatively, by substituting this metric by some other met-
ics, the effectiveness of LBS techniques will also change. It is inter-
sting to understand the impact of such a metric by adapting our
echniques further in future work.
.3. Evolutionary algorithms
There is a recent trend in software engineering research commu-
ity to apply evolutionary algorithms (e.g., GA in our experiment) to
ddress software engineering problems. In our experiment, GAworks
onsistently inferior to both existing techniques and our proposed al-
orithms:Greedy, ART, and LBS if the goal is the rate of fault detection.
he time cost for GA is also less attractive than ART or LBS. We recall
hat in evolutionary computing, there is a famous conjecture, infor-
ally known as the No Free Lunch theorem (Wolpert and Macready,
997). Its essence is that if a kind of evolutionary algorithm is effec-
ive in one application domain, then there is another domain that it is
neffective. It is unclear whether test case prioritization with the goal
f fault detection is an ineffective application domain to apply GAs.
Some readers may conjecture that on some other benchmarks, GA
ay be superior. We are unware of strong evidences in the litera-
ure yet. It is interesting for the search-based software engineering
ommunity to ﬁnd out the case.
From what we observed from the result of our experiment, GA
ppears to over-ﬁt toward a given heuristic. Unfortunately, such a
euristic is unable, even in theory, to be a perfect encoding of the
ltimate goal of software testing fault detection in general, and the
ate of fault detection in our study. Is evolutionary algorithm for op-
imization an answer of a software engineering problem that could
nly be approximated? We leave the answer open to readers.
. Related work
In this section, we review the closely related work.
Input-based or output-based test case prioritization is not com-
letely new. Mei et al. (2015a) collected the interactionmessages of a
ervice and used the tag information on thesemessages to prioritize a
egression test suite for the service. Interaction messages may not be
btainable without prior execution of the service over the regression
est suites. Our techniques have no this restriction.
Zhai et al. (2014) used the geo-location data in the inputs and
he outputs of the test cases to assure location-based services. Our
ork does not make semantic assumption in the input data. Mei
t al. (2012) proposed a static approach to prioritizing JUnit test case,
hich analyzes the static call graphs of JUnit test cases and the pro-
ram under test to estimate the ability of each test case to achieve
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sode coverage, and then prioritize the test cases based on the esti-
ation. Our technique, however, is not a specialized technique for
Unit test cases. Hao et al. (2013) proposed a test case prioritization
echnique that dynamically prioritizes the test cases by consulting
he execution output of the already prioritized test cases. In contrast,
ur technique requires no dynamic execution information and thus
he prioritization process has no impact on execution eﬃciency.
Thomas et al. (2014) proposed a new static black-box test case
rioritization technique that represents test cases using the linguistic
ata of the test cases. They applied a text analysis algorithm called
opic modeling to the linguistic data to approximate the functional-
ty of each test case, allowing their technique to give high priority
o test cases that test different functionalities of the SUT. In (2011),
edru et al. also proposed a static black-box test case prioritization
lgorithm to maximize test case diversity. They compared four dif-
erent test case distances: Euclidean, Manhattan, Levenshtein, and
amming distance. Similar to these two pieces of work, our work
lso tries to maximize test case diversity through black-box input
nformation. Our work differ from them in two aspects: we use a
andomized beam search algorithm to explore the search space and
e target at systematically comparing the impact of different test set
istance rather than test case distance.
Jiang et al. (2009) proposed code coverage based adaptive random
est case prioritization. Compared to the result reported in Jiang et al.
2009), the result of our input-based LBS techniques is not different in
statistically meaningful way from their code coverage based tech-
iques. Zhou (2010) proposed to use coverage information to guide
est case selection in ART, his work is similar to Jiang et al. (2009)
xcept that it uses the Manhattan distance to measure the distance
etween test cases.
In (2012), Yoo and Harman performed a comprehensive survey
n test case minimization, selection, and prioritization technique
or regression testing and discussed open problems and potential
irections for future research. Wong et al. (1997) combined test suite
inimization and prioritization techniques to select cases based on
he cost per additional coverage. Walcott et al. (2006) used GAs to re-
rder test cases under time constraints such that their techniques can
e time-aware. Zhang et al. (2009) used the integer linear program-
ing technique to ﬁnd an optimal coverage solution, which can lead
o effective test case prioritization results. Srivastava and Thiagarajan
2002) proposed abinarymatching technique to compute the changes
etween program versions at the basic block level and prioritize test
ases to cover greedily the affected program changes. Kim and Porter
2002) proposed a history-based test case prioritization technique
or regression testing in resource constrained environments. They
se the ideas taken from statistical quality control and statistical
orecasting to improve test case prioritization effectiveness. In
2011), Carlson also proposed new prioritization techniques that
ncorporate a clustering approach and utilize code coverage, code
omplexity, and history data on real faults. Their results show
hat clustering can help improve the effectiveness of test case
rioritization.
Li et al. (2007) empirically evaluated various search-based algo-
ithms for test case prioritization in a systematic way. However, they
oncluded from their experiments that meta-heuristics approaches
o optimizing the rate of coverage might not outperform the greedy
lgorithms. The experiment presented in this paper further shows
hat these search-based algorithms also do not perform better than
dditional greedy algorithms in terms of APFD. You et al. (2011) eval-
ated time-aware test case prioritization on the Siemens suite and the
rogram space. They found that the differences among techniques in
erms of AFPD were not statistically signiﬁcant. Qu et al. (2007) pro-
osed to group test cases according to their failure-exposing history
nd to adjust their priority dynamically during executions. Although
heir techniques are black box ones, they require execution history
nformation that may not be available.We also conjecture that the limitations of ART mentioning in
rcuri and Briand (2011) are no longer applicable in Arcuri et al.
2012) because unlike the former work, the latter work is no longer
eferencing ART (Chen et al., 2004). For brevity, the present paper
oes not discuss these once-mentioned limitations in the evaluation
f the experiment presented in Jiang et al. (2009).
Most of the above-reviewed test cases prioritization techniques
ere proposed with intuition and their relationships are often com-
ared empirically. On the other hand, Mei et al. (2015b) proposed
novel reﬁnement-oriented level-exploration (ROLE) strategy and
resented the ﬁrst provable hierarchy of test case prioritization tech-
iques for testing of services. The ROLE strategy systematically in-
ludes additional dimensions of the coverage dataset when a base
rioritization strategy cannot distinguish test cases at the current di-
ensions of the same coverage dataset. Based on the ROLE strategy, a
echnique at a higher level will only generate a chosen subset of pri-
ritized test suites generated by another technique at a lower level,
esulting in a reﬁnement relation between the two techniques in their
ierarchy. It is interesting to deepen our knowledge on the theoretical
spect of regression testing in the future.
. Concluding remarks
Many existing test case prioritization techniques permute a test
uite with the intention to improve the rate of fault detection via
ome heuristics. Furthermore, many existing studies on prioritization
echniques for regression testing use white-box code coverage infor-
ation as such surrogate measures. These pieces of white-box infor-
ation may be impractically to be obtained on the program under
egression test in advance. Moreover, the coverage data on previous
ersions of the same program can be unavailable in many industrial
rojects. Static analysis on the source code of the program under test
o get the approximated code coverage of individual test cases on
he program under test can be imprecise. In the computing cloud
ra, services only expose their interface information. The source code
ay not be accessible. Code coverage proﬁling or analysis is not a
iable option for third-part testing (e.g., via an independent service
ertiﬁcation agency).
In this paper,we have developed a novel family of input-based test
ase prioritization techniques. Our LBS techniques effectively prune
he search space and evenly spread the test cases within the space
endered by the inputs of the regression test suites. We have ad-
ressed the cost eﬃciency issue by having a novel design on the size
f randomized candidate set and the width of the local beam search.
We have reported a controlled experiment in this paper. The eval-
ation has shown that the input-based LBS techniques can be as ef-
ective as the best search-based techniques using code coverage in-
ormation (including additional greedy, 2-Optimal, Hill Climbing and
enetic Algorithm) and are much more eﬃcient than them. The best
echnique is LBS110., which achieves highest mean AFPD values than
ll theother techniques studied in the controlled experiment. In terms
f test set distance, our controlled experiment has shown that ran-
omly maximizing the minimum or average distance in each beam
tep is a better choice. It also found that the choice of beam width
nd candidate set size makes no signiﬁcant impact on prioritization
ffectiveness. This indicates a smaller beam width and candidate set
ize can be a better choice for eﬃciency.
We have further reported a case study to compare the LBS algo-
ithm with existing search algorithms adapted in the same setting
i.e., the same test case encoding and optimization goal). We have se-
ected the three techniques that have been shown to bemore effective
n the above controlled experiment and used them in this case study.
he data analysis has shown that the three LBS techniques achieve
igher mean APFD values than both ART and GA. Moreover, all three
BS techniques are signiﬁcantly more eﬃcient than GA and yet are
igniﬁcantly less eﬃcient than ART. The results have showed that
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athe improvement of our LBS techniques over the other studied tech-
niques is mainly due to the use of randomized Local Beam Search
algorithm per se. Furthermore, the adoption of input data and the
optimization heuristic (evenly spread the test cases over the input
domain) do help reduce the prioritization cost signiﬁcantly when
compared with other combination of test case encoding and opti-
mization goal.
In future work, we will investigate further generalization of the
LBS techniques and ART techniques for test case prioritization. Our
techniques currently use the distance measures such as string edit
distances. Inmathematics, these distances are universal and canmea-
sure the distance between any two sequences of tuples. It is however
unclear to us whether the use of other distances may produce other
surprising and good results. It is certainly provoking if formal analy-
sis can be conducted. Our work adopts the idea of even spread of test
cases in the spirit of adaptive random testing for test case generation.
It is unclear to what extent the use of other notions or measures to
assess the distribution over sequences of test cases can be effective
and eﬃcient.
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